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however, some cheats are still not available to players. the following are some of the commands that are still not working for those with stranded deep v0.52.00. however, players are still free to try out some of these commands and see what happens. set the game to automatic, and the game will be
played automatically. after exiting the game, it will be paused so players can set up the game and use the commands to their liking. the cheats will pause the game and if a player is not connected to a server, they will still be able to use the commands, but they won't be able to interact with anything

in the game. another cheat is one that allows players to teleport themselves. this cheat will send the player to a location in the game, and then once the player is there, they will be teleported back to the main menu. a player will need to be near a flat surface and then using this cheat will send them to
a location in the game. the following is a cheat that allows players to disable the grab feature of the game. once this is done, players will be able to move around the game in an infinite manner. players need to be careful because if they are looking in the wrong direction, they could end up falling into a
hole or something else that will kill them. players should be able to use this cheat without issue once they understand how it works. a cheat that allows players to be invincible is also a fun one to have in the game. players will be able to press the space bar to use this cheat, but will not be able to move

or interact with anything. this cheat will also make players invulnerable to enemies and make them invincible to the world of stranded deep.
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With that in mind, here's a list of developer console commands for players who want to see and experience what Stranded Deep has to offer. Some of these
commands are only available to the console version of the game, while others work on both. Here are all the developer console commands that have been

discovered for Stranded Deep. Please remember that there might be bugs from these commands, and different versions of the console might have different
functions. Be sure to check the console before you use the cheat codes that are included here. For those who want to see what their game has to offer, check
out the developer console included in the Stranded Deep game. To open the developer console, simply press Developer Console in the main menu. You can

also activate the developer console in game by accessing the Tools Menu by pressing Options & Console or Tools & Console in the main menu. stranded deep
is a survival game where players must fight their way out of the island set in the pacific. like many games that offer cheat codes that make life relatively
easy for the players, stranded deep got a few of their own cheats that make life on the island a little less interesting. here are a few stranded deep cheats
and console commands. while stranded deep is not an rpg, killing yourself in the game will automatically spawn items for your character. however, players

will have to be careful not to be killed by the game since items will disappear if players die. this is because the items disappear once the player dies.
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